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1. Introduction
1.1. Consider the problem
ut==2uxx& f (u), 0<x<1, t>0,
(1.1)
ux=0, x=0, 1,
where f : R  R is the derivative of a doublewell potential with two equal
nondegenerate minima at u=\1 and 0<=R1 is a small parameter. A typi-
cal example of such an f is f (u)=u3&u. As shown in [FHs] an initial
condition u0(x) that changes sign in the interval (0,1) is evolved under (1.1)
into a layered function u=(x, t). In the study of the motion of the layers the
eigenvalue problem (with t frozen)
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&=2hxx+ f $(u=) h=*h, 0<x<1,
(1.2)
hx=0, x=0, 1,
plays an important role ([CP1], [CP2], [FuH]). Near the layer
location !=!(t) the solution u= is well approximated by u! satisfying
&=2u!xx+ f (u
!)=0, u!=u!= (x), x # R,
which is the rescaled version u!(x)=U((x&!)=) or u!(x)=U((!&x)=) of
the solution of
&U"+ f (U )=0, U(\)=\1, U(0)=0. (1.3)
The function U corresponds to the heteroclinic orbit joining (0, &1) to
(0, 1) in the phase plane; it is strictly increasing. In the sequel we will refer
to it as the heteroclinic. Notice that U $((x&!)=) is an eigenfunction
corresponding to the zero eigenvalue for
&=2hxx+ f $(u!) h=*h, x # R,
while the rest of the spectrum is bounded away from zero by a constant
independent of =. It can be shown via a perturbation argument that this
zero eigenvalue gives rise to ``exponentially small'' eigenvalues for (1.2)
equal in number to the number of layers, with the remaining of the spec-
trum bounded away from zero uniformly in =. This is related to the SLEP
problem in [NF], see also [AMPP] and [ABF]. We call the eigen-
values that tend to zero as =  0 the critical spectrum, and we note that
they owe their existence to the layer structure of u!.
In higher dimensions equation (1.1) is replaced by the AllenCahn equation
ut==22u& f (u), x # 0, t>0,
(1.4)
u
n
=0, x # 0,
where f and = are as in (1.1). More precisely we assume that f : R  R is a
C 4 function with the following properties:
f has exactly three zeros f (\1)= f (0)=0,
f $(\1)>0, f $(0)<0,
|
1
&1
f (z) dz=0.
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As in the one dimensional case (1.4) evolves a typical initial condition into
a layered solution u=(x, t) with =localized diffused interfaces [deMS1].
That is for fixed t the solution u=(x, t) as a function of x is taking
approximately the constant values \1 with sharp transitions along a set
1=(t). This set as =  0 typically becomes a smooth surface or a curve 1(t).
Let v be its normal velocity at a point. Then it has been shown first
formally in [AC] and then rigorously in [BK1], [BK2] (radial case),
[deMS2] and [Ch1] (smooth interfaces) and [ESS] (general case)
that 1(t) evolves according to the law (motion by mean curvature):
v=&=2(N&1) H (1.5)
where H is the mean curvature of 1 and N is the dimension. Notice that
f does not enter in (1.5). In this paper we are concerned with the eigenvalue
problem associated to (1.4)
&=22h+ f $(u=) h=+h, in 0,
(1.6)
h
n
=0, on 0.
This eigenvalue problem provides stability information for the interfaces
and is also important in establishing the rigorous relationship between
(1.4) and (1.5) etc. (see [deMS2], [ABC]). Moreover via the work of
Bates and Fife [BF] it renders stability information for a class of related
problems like the CahnHilliard [CH] and the phase-field [C]. See also
[Ch2]. The profile u= is a layered ``steplike'' ansatz provided by formal
asymptotics, and varies according to the class of solutions and the
equations under investigation. The precise definitions of u= are given in
Section 1.2.
It is instructive to begin with a special geometry where (1.6) can be
solved by separation of variables. We take 0=[(x, y) : |x|<1, | y|<1]
and u= u=(x)=U(x=) where U is the heteroclinic. Seeking h in the form
h(x, y)=X(x) Y( y), a standard calculation reveals that X and Y solve
&=2X"+ f $(u=) X=*X, &1<x<1, X $(\1)=0,
(1.7)
&=2Y"==2&Y, &1< y<1, Y $(\1)=0,
(*=+&=2&) and so the eigenvalues + of (1.6), in this setting, are given by
+=+mn=*m+=2&n=*m+=2n2?2, m, n=0, 1, 2, 3, ... (1.8)
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By the results on (1.2) ([CP2], [FuH]) *0=O(e&c=), and *1C>0,
therefore
+00=O(e&c=),
+0n=O(=2), n>0, (1.9)
+mnC>0, m>0,
where c and C are constants independent of =. This calculation1 suggests
that in higher dimensions one should expect an infinity of critical eigen-
values associated to the interface. A precise result in this direction was
provided by an estimate on the counting function of the critical spectrum
of (1.6) for appropriate2 u= with interface 1 ([AF1])
*[+ : +c0 and +M=2]C(M+M )(N&1)2 (1.10)
for all = small, where c0 , C, M are fixed constants, N is the dimensionality
of 0, while M is arbitrary. This estimate implies that the n th eigenvalue
behaves like =2n2(N&1) which is the growth of the eigenvalues of the
Laplacian on a domain of dimension N&1. This in turn indicates that in
general the critical eigenvalueseigenfunctions are generated by a lower
dimensional problem. In the same paper it was also shown that the critical
eigenfunctions h, written in local coordinates r, s, where r is the signed
distance of x from the interface 1 and s its projection on 1, and appropriately
normalized, separate in the limit as =  0
h (', s) :=- = h(=', s)  U $(') 3(s), (1.11)
(see Lemma 2.2) where U is the heteroclinic and 3 is some periodic func-
tion. Here '=r= is a stretched variable. One of the purposes of the present
paper is to complement (1.10), (1.11) by exhibiting explicitly an eigenvalue
problem for 3 which generates the critical spectrum of (1.6) (the analog of
the Y-problem in (1.7)) and also allows calculation of it. Our main result
stated in the context of N=2 when the interface is a simple closed curve
of length l, is as follows:
Theorem. If [+=i ]
m
i=1 are the first m critical eigenvalues of (1.6), then
lim
=  0
+=i
=2
=*i , i=1, 2, ..., m (1.12)
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where [*i]mi=1 are the first m eigenvalues of the problem
&3"(s)+K(s) 3(s)=*3(s), 3(0)=3(l ), 3$(0)=3$(l ), (1.13)
with K an explicitly computable function.
The potential K in (1.13) is one of the main issues and is discussed
below. The geometric nature of (1.13) can be seen more directly from the
other end, by linearizing (1.5). We show in the appendix that small pertur-
bations h(s, t) along the normal to the interface evolve according to
ht=hss+}2h (1.14)
for curves and
ht=2s h+\ :
2
i=1
}2i + h (1.15)
for immersed surfaces in R3. Here } in (1.14) stands for the curvature,
while }i in (1.15) stand for the principal curvatures and 2s is the
LaplaceBeltrami operator on the interface. The eigenvalue problems
associated to (1.14), (1.15) respectively are
&3"&}23=*3 (1.16)
&2s3&\ :
2
i=1
}2i + 3=*3 (1.17)
and negative eigenvalues together with their associated eigenfunctions
correspond to instabilities of the interface. We caution the reader that K
turns out to be different than }2. We explain this point in the following
paragraphs.
1.2. We now describe more precisely the various choises of u= and the
corresponding potentials K, in (1.13), that they generate. Assume that 1 is
a simple closed curve, contained in 0, parametrized by arclength s # [0, l ].
For x in 0 let r=r(x) be its signed distance from 1, satisfying r<0 inside
1 and r>0 outside, and let 1(s), s=s(x), be its projection on 1. If n is the
unit normal vector of 1 then for $ sufficiently small, the equation
x=1(s)&rn(s) (1.18)
defines a diffeomorphism from the cylinder [&2$, 2$ ]_[ 0, l ], where the
end points s=0 and s=l are identified, into the the 2$strip
0 2$ :=[x : d(x, 1 )2$ ], (1.19)
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and 02$/0, with d( } , } ) being the Euclidean distance. Then the Jacobian
J of the transformation defined in (1.18) satisfies
J(r, s)=1+}r$0>0, (1.20)
where $0 is a fixed constant and }=}(s) is the curvature of 1 at s. For the
local coordinate system (r, s), it can be shown that the following formulae
hold
|{r| 2=1 2r=
}
1+}r
(1.21)
|{s| 2=
1
(1+}r)2
2s=&
}s r
(1+}r)3
where { and 2 are the gradient and the Laplacian in the original variable
x, and }s is the derivative of } with respect to s. Identifying the functions
h(x) and h(r, s), and with the aid of (1.21) we write the equation in (1.6)
in r, s coordinates as
L=rs h :=&
=2
1+}r
((1+}r) hr)r&
=2
1+}r \
hs
1+}r+ s+ f $(u=) h=+h, (1.22)
for x # 0 2$ . Note that for &2$r2$
h(r, 0)=h(r, l ), hr(r, 0)=hr(r, l ), hs(r, 0)=hs(r, l ), (1.23)
with the same periodicity conditions holding for the second derivatives
as well.
I. The AllenCahn Potential. We take
u=(x)={
U \r=++=2}2W \
r
=+ ,
(1.24)d(x, 1 )2$,
smooth extension such that f $(u=)c >0,
d(x, 1 )2$,
where U is the heteroclinic and W=W('), ' # R is a bounded function
satisfying
&W"+ f $(U ) W=:U $&'U $, W(0)=0,
(1.25)
:=
1
&U $&2 |

&
U $2(') ' d',
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where &U $&2=& U $
2(') d'. This choice is motivated by formal asymp-
totics as well as rigorous results on the fine structure of the solution u=(x, t)
of (1.4), for fixed t, near the interface ([deMS2]). In this case we show
(Corollary 3.4) that the potential in (1.13) has the form
KAC(s)=&34}
2(s). (1.26)
Surprisingly perhaps KAC in (1.26) does not depend on f. However even
more surprisingly the potential misses the potential in equation (1.16) by
a factor of a quarter. We discuss this point in Section 1.3.
II. The CahnHilliard Potential. The eigenvalue problem (1.6), with an
appropriate u= , is important in the study of solutions of the CahnHilliard
equation ([ABC], [Ch2])
ut=2(&=22u+ f (u)), x # 0, t>0,
(1.27)
u
n
=

n
(2u)=0, x # 0.
The relevant form of u= is
u=(x)={
U \r=++=}V \
r
=++=2W \
r
=
, s+ ,
(1.28)d(x, 1 )2$
smooth extension such that f $(u=)c >0,
d(x, 1 )2$,
where U is the heteroclinic, V is a bounded C 1(R) function satisfying the
orthogonality condition
|

&
f "(U ) U $2(') V(') d'=0, (1.29)
and W is a bounded H 2(R_[0, l ]) function (see [ABC]). In this case
it is shown (Corollary 3.5) that
KCH(s)=&
}2
4
+q(s) (1.30)
where q has no simple form and depends on f, its derivatives as well as on }2
(see (3.26)). However for a special class of solutions, which we call ``bubbles''
q takes a very simple form. More precisely it has been established in [AF3]
that solutions of the CahnHilliard equation corresponding to special
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almost radial initial conditions evolve super slowly and persist until they
get = close to the boundary of 0. These solutions are called ``bubbles'' in
[AF2] and their profile is approximated well by the following one
parameter family U*( |x| , \):
2(&=2 2U*+ f (U*))=0, on R2,
(1.31)
U*(\, \)=0.
It is assumed here, for simplicity, that the circle 1, of radius \, is centered
at the origin and r=|x|&\ is the signed distance of x from 1.3 We take
u=(x)={
U \r=++=
1
\
V \r=++=2
1
\2
W \r=+ ,
(1.32)d(x, 1)2$,
smooth extension such that f $(u=)c >0,
d(x, 1 )2$,
where U is the heteroclinic and V=V('), W=W('), ' # R are bounded
solutions of
&V"+ f $(U ) V=U $&:~ 1 , V(0)=0, (1.33)
&W"+ f $(U ) W=V $&'U $& 12 f "(U ) V
2&:~ 2 , W(0)=0, (1.34)
where the constants :~ 1 and :~ 2 are given by
:~ 1= 12 |

&
U $2(') d', (1.35)
:~ 2= 12 |

&
[U $(') V$(')&U $2(') '& 12 f "(U ) V
2(') U $(')] d'. (1.36)
This choise is suggested by the form of the solution U*(r=, \=) of (1.31),
see [AF3]. In this case we show (Corollary 3.6) that the (bubble)
potential is
Kb(s)=&
1
\2
. (1.37)
Equation (1.13) in this case takes the form
&3"(s)&
1
\2
3(s)=*3(s), 3(0)=3(l ), 3$(0)=3$(l ), (1.38)
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with l=2?\. We note that the first three eigenvalues of (1.38) are
*1=&
1
\2
, *2=*3=0. (1.39)
Because of the relationship between the spectra of the linearized Allen
Cahn operator and the linearized CahnHilliard operator ([BF]) it can
be shown (see [AF2]) that the linearized CahnHilliard operator has two
exponentially small eigenvalues, O(e&c=), in its spectrum. These are
intimately related to the phenomenon of the slow motion, and correspond
to the double zero eigenvalue in (1.39). We refer the reader to [AF2] for
information on this part. Motivated by (1.39) it is natural to conjecture
that for any other closed curve besides a circle equation (1.16) possess at
least 2 negative eigenvalues. Similarly in 3-space dimensions we expect
spheres to be the most stable of the closed surfaces. The conjecture for the
sphere was proved recently [H]. The conjecture for curves is still open
though a number of cases have been settled by V. Papanicolaou (preprint),
and by E. M. Harrell (personal communication).
III. The Phase-Field Potential. The equilibria of the phasefield model
([C]) are determined by
&=22u + f (u )&=T(x)=0, x # 0,
(1.40)u
n
=0, x # 0,
where T(x) is a given harmonic function. For 0/R2 Caginalp and Fife
[CF] established existence for (1.40) under the assumption that there
exists a smooth simple closed curve 1 in 0 along which
T |1=&:~ 1}, (1.41)
where :~ 1 is as in (1.35) and } is the curvature of 1, and under the extra
hypothesis that a certain condition on the normal derivative of T on 1 is
satisfied. For x close to 1 the constructed family [u =] satisfies
u =(x)=U \r=++=}V \
r
=++O(=2), (1.42)
where U is the heteroclinic, and V=V(') is a bounded function satisfying
(1.33). Using formal asymptotics it can be seen that the =2 term,
W=W(', s) in the expansion of u = satisfies
&W"+ f $(U ) W=Tr (0, s) '+}2(V$&'U $& 12 f "(U ) V
2),
(1.43)
W(0, s)=0,
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where Tr is the partial derivative of T with respect to r. Here `` $ '' denotes
differentiation with respect to '. We note that this equation has a solution
if and only if the right hand side is orthogonal to U $. Observing that if f
is odd then so is U (see (1.3)), we obtain
|

&
U $(') ' d'=0. (1.44)
Moreover, it is seen from (1.33) that V(\)=&:~ 1 f $(1), and a simple
calculation shows that the coefficient of }2 in (1.43) is orthogonal to U $.
Thus (1.43) is solvable. In the context of the phase-field we also assume
that f is an odd function. Hence W is of the form
W(', s)=Tr(0, s) W1(')+}2(s) W2('). (1.45)
Motivated by the results above we take
u=(x)={
U \r=++=}V \
r
=++=2W \
r
=
, s+ ,
(1.46)d(x, 1 )2$,
smooth extension such that f $(u=)c >0,
d(x, 1 )2$,
where U is the heteroclinic, V is a bounded solution of (1.33), and W is a
solution of (1.43), of the form (1.45). Notice that W is expected to grow
linearly in ', as |'|  . We show (Corollary 3.7) that the potential in this
case is
Kpf (s)=&}2+
1
:~ 1
Tr (0, s), (1.47)
therefore equation (1.13) takes the form
&3"(s)&\}2& 1:~ 1 Tr (0, s)+ 3(s)=*3(s). (1.48)
The higher dimensional analog of (1.48) is easily guessed by looking at
(1.17). The relation between the spectra of the linearization of AllenCahn
and phase-field ([BF]) should make (1.48) useful for studying the
stability of the interfaces for the phase-field.
1.3. The evolution problems we have mentioned, AllenCahn, Cahn
Hilliard, phase-field, support layered solutions with =-localized diffused
interfaces. These interfaces become sharp in the limit =  0 and evolve
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according to certain geometric laws (motion by mean curvature for the
AllenCahn equation, see references before (1.5), or MullinsSekerka
dynamics CahnHilliard equation, [ABC], [St]). It is therefore natural
to ask whether equation (1.13) corresponds to the linearization of these
geometric problems on curves or surfaces. The answer is no for general u= ,
as we saw in (1.26), but should be affirmative for equilibria. This can be
seen heuristically as follows: The PDE ((1.4), (1.27), phase-field) can be
written abstractly as
ut=L(u) (1.49)
while for small =>0 an invariant manifold for (1.49) M may be thought to
exist on which the reduced flow is approximately motion by mean curvature,
MullinsSekerka, etc. Denote by u! the elements on M. The invariance of
M is equivalent to the geometric condition
L(u!)=c(!)
u!
!
(1.50)
where ! denotes differentiation in the tangent space of M at u (generally
infinite dimensional). The reduced equation on M is
!4 =c(!), !=!(t). (1.51)
Differentiating (1.50) we obtain
L$(u!)
u!
!
=c$(!)
u!
!
+c(!)
2u!
!2
. (1.52)
If u!0 is an equilibrium, c(!0)=0, we have that
L$(u!)
u!
!
=c$(!)
u!
!
(1.53)
and therefore in this case the eigenvalues of L$(u!) coincide with those
of c$(!0).
1.4. Here we describe the structure of the paper. In Section 2 we give
background material whose proof is largely known. We also introduce a
certain decomposition. The operator L=, defined in (1.6) is decomposed
into its ``radial'' and ``tangential'' parts. A related decomposition for the
eigenfunctions of (1.6) is considered and certain pointwise and L2
estimates are derived. In Section 3 we study the radial part of the L=
operator. Section 3.1 deals with the derivation of the potential K in
(1.13). In 3.2 we obtain the form of K for each u= we consider.
Section 4 contains the proof of the main theorem which is given
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in a series of lemmata and remarks. In Section 5 we consider a certain
radial operator which is basic in this work and we study its spectrum.
These results are used in order to obtain information about the spectrum
of the operator considered in Section 3. Finally in the appendix we linearize
motion by mean curvature and we also prove some of the basic estimates
used in the paper.
An earlier version of some of the results presented here appeared in the
Ph.D. thesis of the third author. Independently Xinfu Chen [Ch2] has
obtained some similar results.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Pointwise Estimates. If U is the heteroclinic then it can be shown
that for r{0 U(r=) converges to \1 exponentially as =  0 (see (2.31)).
Hence for = small our hypotheses on f imply that for u= as in (1.24), (1.28),
(1.32) and (1.46) the potential f $(u=) is strictly positive except in an O(=)
strip about the interface. This suggests that all the interesting phenomena
take place in a thin neighborhood of 1. This becomes precise by the
estimates that follow. Recall that 0c :=[x : d(x, 1 )<c].
Lemma 2.1. There exist positive constants a, b, =0 , C, c with a<
min[ f $(\1)] such that for 0<=<=0 the following pointwise estimate holds
|h(x)|Ce&c|r|=, x # 02$"02=b , (2.1)
for all L2 normalized eigenfunction of (1.6) corresponding to eigenvalues
+a, where the constants C, c may depend on a.
The proof involves an adaptation of analogous estimates from [Ag],
[HS], [CSi] and [Ca] and it is omitted. An application of the maxi-
mum principle to the elliptic equation
&=2 2h+q(x) h=0, x # 0"02=b ,
where q(x)= f $(u=)&+>0 in 0"02=b , leads to the exponential estimate
away from 1 :
|h(x)|Ce&c=, x # 0"02=b , (2.2)
for 0<=<=0 . Standard regularity theory renders similar estimates for the
derivatives of h.
2.2. Streched Variables. In terms of the stretched variable '=r=,
and with
h (', s) :=- = h(=', s), &
2$
=
'
2$
=
, 0sl, (2.3)
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we can rewrite (1.6) as
&
1
1+}='
((1+}=')) h ')'&
=2
1+}=' \
h s
1+}='+ s+ f $(U=) h =+h , (2.4)
where U= U=(', s) is the profile u= in stretched variables. If + is an eigen-
value of (1.6) satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 2.1, and h is a corre-
sponding stretched eigenfunction, then from (2.1) and (2.3) we obtain
|h (', s)|C - = e&c|'|, 2b|'|<2$=, 0sl, (2.5)
for 0<=<=0 , where C, c, and b are positive constants independent of =. If
h and h are as above then
|
0
h2(x) dx=|
0$
h2(x) dx+|
0"0$
h2(x) dx.
Now changing to r, s variables and then stretching, we get after using (2.2)
|
0
h2(x) dx=|
l
0
|
I =
$
h 2(', s) (1+}=') d' ds+O(e&c=) , (2.6)
where I $= :=(&$=, $=).
Lemma 2.2 (Separation of Small Eigenfunctions). Let [h =]0<=<=0 be a
family of eigenfunctions of (1.6) corresponding to [+=]0<=<=0 , with +
=C=2,
for 0<=<=0 , and normalized by requiring
&h =&2L2(0$=)=|
l
0
|
I =
$
h 2=(', s)(1+}=') d' ds=1.
Then h =(', s) separates in the limit =  0, and along a subsequence of ='s
|
l
0
|
I =
$
(h =(', s)&U $(') 3(s))2 d' ds  0,
where U $ is the derivative of the heteroclinic, and 3 is an l-periodic function
of s.
This result is stated and proved in [AF1].
2.3. Decompositions. Defining the differential expressions
L=r h :=&
=2
1+}r
((1+}r) hr )r+ f $(u=) h, (2.7)
Ls h :=&
1
1+}r \
hs
1+}r+ s , (2.8)
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it is seen from (1.22) that
L=rs=L
=
r+=
2Ls . (2.9)
Associated to L=r is the following eigenvalue problem
&
=2
1+}r
((1+}r) Rr)r+ f $(u=) R=&R, &$<r<$
(2.10)
Rr=0, r=\$.
Notice that the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (2.10) depend on s. We
will refer to the operator defined in (2.10) as the L=r operator. We note that
L=r is a selfadjoint operator and its eigenfunctions are characterized by the
number of their zeros. In particular the principal eigenfunction has no
zeros and can be taken to be positive. In this paper we make use of the
principal eigenfunction only which we denote by R.
Proposition 2.3. Let &1<&2 be the first two eigenvalues of the L=r
operator. Then there exist positive constants #0 , #1 and =0 such that
(1) &1&#0 =2 for all 0<=<=0 , and for all s # [0, l ].
(2) the limit &1 =2 as =  0 exists for all s # [0, l].
(3) &2#1 for all 0<=<=0 , and for all s # [0, l].
The proof of (3) in Proposition 2.3 generalizes a similar result in [NF].
See also [AF2], [deMS2], [Ch2], and [S]. For the reader's conve-
nience we give the proof of (3) in Chapter 5 (Lemma 5.6). Part (1) is a
consequence of (2). The proof of (2) is given in Proposition 3.3.
The limit in (2) is actually the potential K(s) in (1.13) and depends on
the form of u= , hence we define
K(s) :=lim
=  0
&1(s)
=2
. (2.11)
In this paper we will use the notation
(u, v) :=|
$
&$
uv(1+}r) dr, (u, v) rs :=|
l
0
|
$
&$
uv(1+}r) dr ds.
In stretched variables (r==')
(u, v) =' :=|
I =
$
uv(1+}=') d', (u, v) ='s :=|
l
0
|
I =
$
uv(1+}=') d' ds,
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where I $= :=(&$=, $=). In the limiting case (==0) we use
(u, v) :=(u, v) 0=|

&
uv d', (u, v) s :=(u, v) 0s=|
l
0
|

&
uv d' ds.
The related norms are denoted analogously.
Remark 2.4. Because of (1.20) it is seen the norms defined above are
equivalent to the corresponding L2 norms, i.e.,
$0 |
$
&$
v2 dr|
$
&$
v2(1+}r) dr$1 |
$
&$
v2 dr, (2.13)
etc., where $1 is the maximum of 1+}r.
Remark 2.5. If R is the principal eigenfunction of (2.10) normalized by
&R&r=1, then a consequence of Proposition 2.3 is that pointwise estimates
of type (2.1) and (2.2) hold for R as well as its derivatives. The same holds
for the stretched eigenfunction R that is defined as in (2.3).
Let R be the principal eigenfunction of (2.10). Then for any eigenfunc-
tion h of (1.6) we define
%(s) :=|
$
&$
h(r, s) R(r, s)(1+}r) dr=(h( } , s), R( } , s)) (2.14)
and consider the decomposition
h(r, s)=(r, s)+%(s) R(r, s). (2.15)
Notice that
|
$
&$
(r, s) R(r, s) (1+}r) dr=(( } , s), R( } , s))=0. (2.16)
Lemma 2.6. Let h be a critical eigenfunction of (1.6) corresponding to
+C=2, and normalized by &h&rs=1 and consider h=+%R as in (2.14),
(2.15), where R is the principal eigenfunction of the L=r operator normalized
by &R&r=1. Then there exist positive constants C1 , C2 and =0 independent
of =, such that
&&rs=&h&%R&rsC1 =, (2.17)
+&C2 =2, (2.18)
for all 0<=<=0 . In particular the principal eigenvalue of (1.6) satisfies
(2.18).
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Proof. From (2.15), since (2.16) holds, we obtain
&h&2r =&&2r +%2(s) &R&2r =&&2r +%2(s).
Integrating with respect to s, we obtain
&h&2rs=&&
2
rs+|
l
0
%2(s) ds, (2.19)
from which we obtain
|
l
0
%2(s) ds1. (2.20)
Now if & is the principal eigenvalue of the L=r operator from (2.15) we
obtain
L=r h=L
=
r +&%R, (2.21)
and so taking inner products with h and utilizing (2.15), we obtain
(L=r h, h) rs=(L
=
r , ) rs+|
l
0
%(s)(L=r , R) r ds+|
l
0
&%2(s) ds. (2.22)
We estimate each term of (2.22) separately. First from the definition of L=r,
L=s and L
=
rs ((2.7)(2.9)) we have
(L=r h, h) rs=(L
=
rs h, h) rs&=
2(L=s h, h) rs ,
=+ &h&2rs+=
2 |
l
0
|
$
&$ \
hs
1+}r+ s h dr ds.
and so integrating by parts and using the periodicity conditions (1.23)
we obtain
(L=r h, h) rs=+&=
2 |
l
0
|
$
&$
h2s
1+}r
dr ds, (2.23)
in particular, since 1+}r$0>0,
(L=r h, h) rs+. (2.24)
In the light of Proposition 2.3, since (, R)=0, we have
(L=r , ) #1 &&
2
r ,
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therefore integrating with respect to s we get
(L=r , ) rs#1 &&2rs . (2.25)
Moreover from (1) of Proposition 2.3 and (2.20) we obtain
|
l
0
&%2(s) ds&=2#0 . (2.26)
Integrating by parts twice in (L=r , R) r , and observing that r(\$, s)=
hr(\$, s), since R satisfies the boundary conditions, we have
(L=r , R) r=&(, R) r&hr (r, s)(1+}r) R(r, s)| r=\$
=&hr (r, s)(1+}r) R(r, s)| r=\$ (by (2.16)).
Recalling that R(\$, s)=O(e&c=), by (2.2) and a simple regularity
argument, the boundary term above is of order O(e&c=). Hence
|
l
0
%(s)(L =r , R) r ds=O(e
&c=) |
l
0
%(s) ds.
Since, via (2.20),
} |
l
0
%(s) ds }- l \|
l
0
%2(s) ds+
12
- l,
we finally get
|
l
0
%(s)(L =r , R) ds=O(e
&c=). (2.27)
Utilizing (2.24), (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27) in (2.22) we obtain
#1 &&2rs+O(e
&c=)&=2#0+ (2.28)
Now (2.17) and (2.18) follow from (2.28) since by hypothesis +C=2. The
result about the principal eigenvalue follows from (2.28) and the fact that
the nth eigenvalue +n of (1.6) satisfies +nConst. n2=2. This can be proved
by estimating the Rayleigh quotient associated to L=r . For the details we
refer to [AF1].4 The proof is complete. K
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4 A simpler, probably, way is to use an appropriate normalized function in the Rayleigh
quotient associated to the principal eigenvalue. This test function is given by
h=c(1+}=')&12 U $(r=), for |r|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2$ and h smoothly decaying to 0 in
between. Here c is some normalization constant. We note that for = sufficiently small U $(r=)
behaves like C1 e&C2 =, where C1 and C2 are positive constants, see (2.31). A similar approach
is used in the beginning of the proof of Lemma 5.1.
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Remark. The estimate (2.18) was first derived in [deMS2] for the
principal eigenvalue in the case where 0=RN and u= as in (1.24) (V=0).
In [AF2] it is proved that the same estimate holds in the case of a
bounded domain 0, for u= as in (1.28) in spite of the presence of a nonzero
V satisfying however the orthogonality condition (1.29). In particular
(2.18) holds for all u='s defined in (1.24), (1.28), (1.32) and (1.46). More-
over it can be shown (see [AF1]) that the estimate (2.17) as well as
&r&rs+&s&rsConst. hold uniformly for all 's associated, as in (2.15),
with eigenfunctions h corresponding to eigenvalues satisfying +<c. Here c
is a sufficiently small but independent of = constant.
Remark 2.7. From (2.17), (2.19) and (2.20) we obtain
1&C 21 =
2|
l
0
%2(s) ds1. (2.29)
If hi , hj are critical eigenfunctions of (1.6) then via (2.2) we have
|
0
hi (x) hj (x) dx=|
0$
hi (x) hj (x) dx+O(e&c=).
Now with R, i , j , %i , %j as in Lemma 2.6 the equality above becomes
|
0
hi (x) hj (x) dx=|
l
0
|
$
&$
i j (1+}r) dr ds+|
l
0
%i %j ds+O(e&c=),
which in light of (2.17) takes the form
|
0
hi (x) hj (x) dx=|
l
0
%i %j ds+O(=2). (2.30)
Notice that (2.29) and (2.30) yield some kind of ``orthonormality'' for
the % 's.
2.4. The Heteroclinic. If U=U('), ' # R is the heteroclinic, i.e., the
solution of (1.3), then it can be shown, using phase plane analysis, that
there are positive constants {, {~ such that the following estimates hold true
1&U(')t{~ e&{', U $(')t{{~ e&{',
(2.31)
U"(')t&{2{~ e&{', as '  
with similar estimates as '  &. Differentiating (1.3) we get
&U $$$+ f $(U ) U $=0. (2.32)
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Associated to (1.3) is the following singular SturmLiouville problem
in L2(R)
L*y :=&y"+ f $(U ) y=+*y, y=y('), ' # R. (2.33)
Remark 2.8. Since f $(U ) is bounded below, L* is of limitpoint type
at \ (see [CoL]), and so real eigenvalues of L* (if any) are simple.
Moreover its eigenfunctions are characterized by the number of their zeros
[W]. From (2.32) we see that L*U $=0 and because of the estimates
(2.31) it follows that U $ is in L2(R). Therefore U $ is an eigenfunction of
L*. Moreover since it is positive (as the derivative of an increasing
function), we finally conclude that U $ is the principal eigenfunction of L*.
Thus the principal eigenvalue is 0. As '  \, f $(U )  f $(\1)>0, and
so if f *=min[ f $(\1)], the eigenvalues of L* are bounded below f *
while the essential spectrum is [ f *, ).
We point out that (2.33) is the natural limiting problem, as =  0, of
(2.10) (in stretched variables, see (2.4)). This becomes precise, by showing
that the principal eigenvalue of (2.10) converges to 0, as =  0 and U $ is the
leading term in the asymptotic expansion of the principal eigenfunction R
of (2.10). See also Lemma 2.2. We also note that information on the
spectrum of L* can be used in proving (1) and (3) of Proposition 2.3. For
this approach see [ABF].
In the case where f (u)=(12)(u3&u) the corresponding heteroclinic
solution is U(')=tanh('2) and the estimates (2.31) are readily verified.
Moreover it can be shown that the discrete spectrum of L* consists of the
eigenvalues [0, 34] with corresponding eigenfunctions sech2('2) and
sech('2) tanh ('2), while the rest of the spectrum is [1, ).
For later use we record here the following orthogonality condition
|

&
U $U" d'=|

&
U $f (U ) d'=|
1
&1
f (s) ds=0, (2.34)
which is a consequence of (1.3) and the hypotheses on f.
2.5. A Result from Perturbation Theory. The following result plays an
important role in the proof of our main theorem.
Lemma 2.9 (Approximate EigenvaluesEigenfunctions). Let A be a
self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H, and let I be a compact interval
in R. Let [1 , ..., n] be linearly independent normalized elements in the
domain of A and let +1 , ..., +n be in I. Assume that the following conditions
hold true:
(1) Ai=+i i+r i , &r i&= , i=1, ..., n,
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(2) there is a number a >0 such that I is a isolated in the spectrum of
A in the sense that
_(A) & ((I+(&a , a ))"I )=<.
If E=span[1 , ..., n], and F=closed subspace associated to _(A) & I, then
d (E, F ) := sup
&,&=1
, # E
d(,, F )
2 - n =
- *0 a
where *0 is the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix ((i , j) ), and d( } , } ) is the
distance induced by the norm of H.
For the proof we refer to [HS].
Remark 2.10. The ``distance'' d is not symmetric, and d (E, F )=0 if
and only if E/F. Now let 6F be the orthogonal projection on the eigen-
space F. If d (E, F )<1 then it can be shown ([HS]) that the restriction
6F | E to E is injective. Therefore if _(A) & I is discrete of finite multiplicity
and if d (E, F )<1 then Lemma 2.9 implies that A has at least n eigenvalues
in I.
3. The Radial Operator
3.1. Here we consider the eigenvalue problem (2.10), and we prove part
(2) of Proposition 2.3 assuming that &1  0, as =  0 and part (3). These
facts are proved in Lemma 5.6. Observing that the u= defined in (1.28) is
the most general of the ones defined in (1.24), (1.28), (1.32) and (1.46) we
give the proof for this u= and we derive the other cases as corollaries in
section 3.2, by specifying V and W accordingly. Writing (2.10) in stretched
variables, '=r=, we have
L=' R :=&
1
1+}='
((1+}=')) R ')'+ f $(U=) R =&R , ' # I $=
(3.1)
R '=0, '=\$=
where R (', s)=- = R(=', s), I $= =(&$=, $=), and
U=(r, s)=U(')+=}(s) V(')+=2W(', s). (3.2)
We deal with the asymptotic expansion of the principal eigenfunction
eigenvalue. First, via (3.2) we write
f $(U=)= f $(U )+=}f "(U ) V+=2 _ f "(U ) W+}
2
2
f $$$(U ) V 2&+=3G= . (3.3)
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Because V and W are bounded the coefficients in the right hand side of
(3.3) are all bounded. Next, substituting the formal expressions
R =R 0+=R 1+=2R 2+ } } } &1=& 0+=& 1+=2& 2+ } } }
in (3.1) and using (3.3), we obtain after equating like powers of =
&R "0+ f $(U ) R 0=& 0R 0
&R "1+ f $(U ) R 1=& 1R 0+& 0R 1+}(R $0& f "(U ) VR 0)
&R "2+ f $(U ) R 2=& 2R 0+& 1R 1+& 0R 2+}(R $1& f "(U ) VR 1)
&}2'R $0&\ f "(U ) W+}
2
2
f $$$(U ) V 2+ R 0
} } } (3.4)
We consider the equations above in the whole real line. Choosing & 0=0
(&1  0 as =  0), we get R 0=U $. Recalling that & U $U" d'=
& f "(U ) VU $
2 d'=0, by (2.34) and (1.29), for solvability in the second
equation we require & 1=0, hence R 1=}R 1 , where R 1 is a solution of the
equation
&R "1+ f $(U ) R 1=U"& f "(U ) VU $. (3.5)
Now if V0=V0(') is a bounded function satisfying
&V"0+ f $(U ) V0=& f "(U ) VU $, |

&
U $(') V0(') d'=0. (3.6)
then V0 and V $0 decay exponentially as |'|   (Lemma B.1 in the
Appendix). Moreover it is not hard to show that
R 1(') :=&
1
2
U $(') '+: U $(')+V0('),
(3.7)
: =
1
2&U $&2 |

&
U $2(') ' d'
is the unique, orthogonal to U $, bounded solution of (3.5) and as such R 1
and R $1 are decaying exponentially. Next we compare R with U $+=}R 1 .
We note that R satisfies boundary conditions at \$= while U $+=}R 1 does
not. We point out though that R and U $+=}R 1 are exponentially small
outside a fixed compact interval, thus U $+=}R 1 should provide a good
approximation for R . This is indeed the case as the following lemma shows.
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Lemma 3.1. Let R be the principal eigenfunction of L=' normalized by
&R &='=1 and let V0 be the unique bounded solution of (3.6). Then
"R &!=U $&!==} \&12 U $'+: U $+V0+"='=O(=2), (3.8)
" ' {R &!=U $&!==} \&
1
2
U $'+: U $+V0+="='=O(=2), (3.9)
where }=}(s) is the curvature at s, : is as in (3.7), and !=  &U $&&1 as
=  0.
Proof. Since U $&=(}2) U $'+=: }U $+=}V0 does not satisfy the
boundary conditions, we define
w=U $&=
}
2
U $'+=: }U $+=}V0+a'2+b',
where a and b are chosen so that w$(\$=)=0. We note that a and b
are functions of s. However, because of the exponential estimates that
U and V0 satisfy, a and b are exponentially small for all s. Consider the
decomposition
R &w=zR +Q, (Q, R ) ='=0. (3.10)
Then Q satisfies
L=' Q=(1&z) &1R &L
=
'w, Q$(&$=)=Q$($=)=0
We estimate L='w. Writing
w=U $+=}R 1+a'2+b',
Z= :==&2[ f $(U=)& f $(U )&=}f "(U ) V ],
(see (3.7) and (3.3)), we have
L='w=&w''+ f $(U ) w&
=}
1+}='
w'+=}f "(U ) Vw+=2Z=w
=&
=}
1+}='
U"+=}f "(U ) VU $+=2Z =U $+=}(U"& f "(U ) VU $)
&
=2}2
1+}='
R $1+=2}2f "(U ) VR 1+=3}Z=R 1+L ='(a'
2+b')
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=
=2}2'
1+}='
U"+=2Z=U $&
=2}2
1+}='
R $1+=2}2f "(U ) VR 1
+=3}Z=R 1+L='(a'
2+b')
=: =2Y=.
From the definition of R 1 , Z= and a'2+b' it follows that
&Y=&='C,
therefore writing
L=' Q=(1&z) &1R &=
2Y= ,
we obtain
(L='Q, Q) ='=&=
2(Y=, Q) ='=2C &Q&=' .
Since Q is orthogonal to R , via Proposition 2.3, we get
(L='Q, Q) ='#1 &Q&2='
Hence finally
&Q&='Const. =2. (3.11)
Returning to (3.10) and writing it in the original variables, we get
R (1&z)=U $&=
}
2
U $'+=: }U $+=}V0+a'2+b'+Q. (3.12)
Taking norms and using (3.11) we have
|1&z|="U $&= }2 U $'+=: }U $+=}V0"='+O(=2),
from where by taking limits as =  0, we see that the right hand side
converges to &U $&. Thus setting !==(1&z)&1, from (3.12), we finally get
(3.8). To obtain the estimate for the derivatives it suffices to show that
&Q' &='C=2, because then the result will follow from (3.10). Starting from
(L='Q, Q) ='=|
I =
$
[Q2'+ f $(U=) Q
2](1+}=') d',
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and since for = small f $(U=) is bounded, utilizing &Q&='C=2, we have
&Q'&2='(L
=
'Q, Q) ='+C1 &Q&
2
='
=&=2(Y= , Q) ='+C1 &Q&2='
=2 &Y&=' &Q&='+C1 &Q&2='
C2=4.
Hence &Q' &='C=2. The proof of the Lemma is complete. K
Remark 3.2. Writing the potential (3.3) in the form
f $(U=) := f = f0+=}f1+=2f2+=3f =3 (3.13)
we see that for all u='s defined in (1.24), (1.28), (1.32) and (1.46) f0= f $(U )
is the same. Now particularizing to each case we obtain the following
behavior for ' close to the boundary \$=
u= V W U= f1 f2 f =3
(1.24) 0 O(e&c=) U+O(=) 0 O(e&c=) O(e&c=)
(1.28) O(1) O(1) U+O(=) O(1) O(1) O(1)
(1.32) O(1) O(1) U+O(=) O(1) O(1) O(1)
(1.46) O(1) O(=&1) U+O(=) O(1) O(=&1) O(=&1)
We also have that
|

&
f1U $2 d'=0, (3.14)
either because of (1.29) or because V=0. Moreover with w as in the proof
of Lemma 3.1 we still have that &L=' w&='C=
2. This is a consequence of
the fact that the coefficients of Z== f2+=f =3 in the expansion of Y= are
exponentially decaying quantities. Hence the proof of Lemma 3.1 goes
through for all the u='s we considered. Therefore we can state:
F if R is the principal eigenfunction of the L=' operator, and nor-
malized by &R &='=1, then
&R &!=1(U $+=}R 1)&='=O(=
2), (3.15)
&(R &!=1(U $+=}R 1))' &='=O(=
2), (3.16)
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where R 1 is the unique, orthogonal to U $, bounded solution of
&R "1+ f $(U ) R 1=U"& f1U $, (3.17)
and !=1 a normalization factor with the property !
=
1  1&U $&, as =  0.
Proposition 3.3 Let &1 be the principal eigenvalue of L='. Then
K(s) := lim
=  0
&1
=2
=
1
&U $&2 |

&
[}2( f1U $2'+ f1R 1U $&R 1U")+ f2U $2] d',
(3.18)
where f1 , f2 are as in (3.13) and R 1 as in (3.17).
Proof. Multiplying the equation L=' R =&1R by U $(')(1+}=') and
integrating over I $= we have
&|
I =
$
((1+}=') R ')' U $ d'+|
I =
$
f $(U=) R U $(1+}=') d'
=&1 |
I =
$
R U $(1+}=') d',
and so integrating by parts twice the first integral
R (U $(1+}='))$|\$=&=} |
I =
$
R U" d'+|
I =
$
R ( f $(U=) U $&U $$$)(1+}=') d'
=&1 |
I =
$
R U $(1+}=') d'.
Using now (2.31), (2.32), and the fact that R (\$=)=O(e&c=), see
Remark 2.4, we get
O(e&c=)&=} |
I =
$
R U" d'+|
I =
$
[ f & f0] R U $(1+}=') d'
=&1 |
I =
$
R U $(1+}=') d'. (3.19)
We estimate each term separately. First, as a consequence of (2.31), we
have the following:
|
I =
$
U $U" d'=O(e&c=), (3.20)
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|
I =
$
U $U"' d'=&12 |
I =
$
U $2 d'+O(e&c=), (3.21)
|
I =
$
f "(U ) VU $2 d'=&|
|'|$=
f "(U ) VU $2 d'=O(e&c=). (3.22)
Now
=} |
I =
$
R U" d'==!=} |
I=
$
U $U" d'+=2!=}2 |
I =
$
R 1U" d'+O(=3)
==2!=}2 |
I =
$
R 1U" d'+O(=3),
by (3.15) and (3.20). Next by (3.13), (3.15) and (3.22)
|
I =
$
[ f & f0] R U $(1+}=') d'
=!= |
I =
$
[ f & f0] U $2 d'+=!=} |
I =
$
[ f & f0] U $2' d'
+=!=} |
I =
$
[ f & f0] R 1U $ d'+=2!=} |
I =
$
[ f & f0] R 1 ' d'+O(=3)
==2!= |
I =
$
f2 U $2 d'+=2!=}2 |
I =
$
f1U $2' d'
+=2!=}2 |
I =
$
f1R 1U $ d'+O(=3).
Once more using (3.15) we have
&1 |
I=
$
R U $(1+}=') d'=&1 != |
I =
$
U $2 d'+&1O(=).
Utilizing the results above in (3.19) we see that the left hand side is of order
=2, while the 0th order coefficient of &1 , in the right hand side converges to
&U $&2. Thus dividing by =2 both sides of (3.19) and taking the limit as
=  0, we obtain (3.18). K
3.2. Classification of the Various Potentials. In this section we obtain
the precise form of the potential K by computing (3.18) according to each
u= associated with.
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Corollary 3.4 (The AllenCahn Potential). For u= as in (1.24) we
have
KAC(s)=&34}
2(s). (3.23)
Proof. Here we have
V=0, f1=0, f2=}2f "(U ) W, R 1(')=&12U $(') '+: U $(')
where W is a bounded solution of (1.25), and : is as in (3.7). Utilizing the
above in (3.18) and using (3.21), in the limit, we get
KAC(s)=&
}2
4
+
}2
&U $&2 |

&
f "(U ) WU $2 d'. (3.24)
Now differentiating (1.25), we obtain
&W $$$+ f $(U ) W $=:U"&U"'&U $& f "(U ) WU $.
Because of solvability the right hand side of the equation above is
orthogonal, in L2(R), to U $. Hence
|

&
f "(U ) WU $2 d'=: |

&
U $U" d'&|

&
U $U"' d'&|

&
U $2 d'
=&12 &U $&2
via (2.34) and (3.21). Using the result above in (3.24) we obtain (3.23). K
Corollary 3.5 (The CahnHilliard potential). For u= as in (1.28) we
have
KCH(s)=&14}
2(s)+q(s), (3.25)
where
q(s) :=
1
&U $&2 |

& { f "(U )(}2VV0+WU $) U $+
}2
2
f $$$(U ) V 2U $2= d', (3.26)
with V0 being as in Lemma 3.1.
Proof. In this case
f1= f "(U ) V, f2= f "(U )W+
}2
2
f $$$(U ) V 2,
R 1(')=&
1
2
U $(') '+: U $(')+V0(')
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hence, as before, starting from (3.18) and using (3.20), (3.21), (3.22) we get
KCH(s)=&
}2
4
+
}2
&U $&2 |

& \
1
2
f "(U ) VU $2'&V0U"+ d'
+
1
&U $&2 |

& {f "(U )(}2VV0+WU $) U $
}2
2
f $$$(U ) V 2U $2= d',
or because of (3.26)
KCH(s)=&
}2
4
+q(s)+
}2
&U $&2 |

& \
1
2
f "(U ) VU $2'&V0 U"+ d'. (3.27)
We show that the integral in the right hand side of (3.27) is zero. Indeed,
multiplying by U $' equation (3.6) that V0 satisfies, and integrating we get
|

&
&V"0U $' d'+|

&
f $(U ) V0U $' d'=&|

&
f "(U ) VU $2' d'.
Integrating by parts twice in the first integral, and using the exponential
estimates that U $ and V0 satisfy, we obtain
|

&
(&U $$$+ f $(U ) U $) V0' d'+|

&
(&V0U"+V $0U $) d'
=&|

&
f "(U ) VU $2' d',
which via (2.32) leads to
2 |

&
V0 U" d'=|

&
f "(U ) VU $2' d'.
From the above and (3.27) follows (3.25). K
Corollary 3.6 (The Bubble Potential). For u= as in (1.32) we have
Kb(s)=&
1
\2
. (3.28)
Proof. First we note that }(s)=1\. Differentiating (1.33) we obtain
&V $$$+ f $(U ) V $=U"& f "(U ) VU $. (3.29)
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Now comparing (3.29) with (3.17), since f1= f "(U ) V, we get in this case
f1= f "(U ) V, f2=
1
\2 { f "(U ) W+
1
2
f $$$(U ) V 2=,
R 1(')=V $(')+aU $('),
where a is a constant such that R 1 is orthogonal to U $. Utilizing these facts
as well as (2.34) in (3.18) we obtain
Kb(s)=
1\2
&U $&2 {I1+I2&|

&
V $U" d'= , (3.30)
where
I1 :=|

&
[ f "(U ) VV $U $+ f "(U ) WU $2+ 12 f $$$(U ) V
2U $2] d'
I2 :=|

&
f "(U ) VU $2' d'
Next differentiating (1.34) we get
&W $$$+ f $(U ) W $=V"&U $&'U"& 12 f "(U ) V
2U $& f "(U ) VV $
& f "(U ) WU $
The right hand side of the equation above is orthogonal to U $, hence
I1=&12&U $&
2+|

&
V"U $ d', (3.31)
via (3.21). Now from (3.28) we obtain
(L*V $, 'U $)=|

&
U $U"' d'&|

&
f "(U ) VU $2' d'
where L* is the operator defined in (2.33). Integrating by parts twice in
the left hand side, and utilizing (3.21) in the right we get
(L*U $, V')+2 |

&
V"U $ d'=&12 &U $&2&|

&
f "(U ) VU $2' d',
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hence, since L*U $=0, the equality above gives
I2=&12 &U $&
2&2 |

&
V"U $ d'. (3.32)
Now (3.30) via (3.31) and (3.32) becomes
Kb(s)=
1\2
&U $&2 {&&U $&2&|

&
V"U $ d'&|

&
V $U" d'==& 1\2 ,
by integrating by parts (V $ decays exponentially to 0 as |'|  , see
Remark B.2 in the appendix). The proof is complete. K
Corollary 3.7 (The PhaseField Potential). For u= as in (1.46) we
have
Kpf (s)=&}2(s)+
1
:~ 1
Tr (0, s) (3.33)
where :~ 1 is as in (1.35).
Proof. Noticing the similarity with the bubble setting, we have
f1= f "(U )V, f2= f "(U ) W+
}2
2
f $$$(U ) V 2,
R 1(')=V $(')+aU $('),
hence as in the bubble case we obtain
Kpf (s)=
1
&U $&2 {I 1+}2I2&}2 |

&
V $U" d'= , (3.34)
where I2 is as in Corollary 3.6 and
I 1=|

& {}2f "(U ) VV $U $+ f "(U ) WU $2+
}2
2
f $$$(U ) V 2U $2= d'.
Next differentiating (1.43), with respect to ' we get
&W $$$+ f $(U ) W $=Tr (0, s)+}2(V"&U $&'U"
& 12 f $$$(U ) V
2U $& f "(U ) VV $)& f "(U ) WU $,
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from where we conclude, because of solvability, that
I 1=|

&
Tr (0, s) U $ d'&
}2
2
&U $&2+}2 |

&
V"U $ d'
=2Tr (0, s)&
}2
2
&U $&2+}2|

&
V"U $ d'.
Utilizing the result above and (3.32) in (3.34) have
Kpf (s)=&}2+
2
&U $&2
Tr (0, s)=&}2+
1
:~ 1
Tr (0, s),
via (1.35). The proof is complete. K
3.3. In this section we discuss the second term in the asymptotic expan-
sion of R and we derive L2 estimates for its s-derivatives. At the end we
also prove L2 estimates for the s-derivatives of R as well.
Remark 3.8. Because of (3.13) the third equation in (3.4) can be written as
&R "2+ f $(U ) R 2=& 2U $+}2(R $1& f1R 1)&}2'U"& f2U $, (3.35)
where R 2=R 2 . For solvability we require the right hand side to be
orthogonal to U $. Via (3.21) this is accomplished if and only if
& 2=&
}2
2
+
1
&U $&2 |

&
[ f2U $2&}2(R $1& f1R 1) U $] d' (3.36)
Next we show that the left hand side of (3.36) equals to K, where K is given
in (3.18). From (3.17) we obtain
(L*R 1 , U $') =|

&
U $U"' d'&|

&
f1 U $2' d'
Integrating by parts twice in the left hand side and utilizing (3.21) in the
right we have
&2 |

&
R 1 U" d'=&
&U $&2
2
&|

&
f1U $2' d' (3.37)
Utilizing this in (3.18) and noting that & R 1U"=&

& R $1U $ the asser-
tion follows. Hence (3.36) is true, therefore (3.35) is solvable. Moreover the
unique bounded solution as well as its derivative decay exponentially as
|'|  . We rewrite (3.35) as
&R "2+ f $(U ) R 2=KU $+}2(R $1& f1 R 1)&}2'U"& f2U $. (3.38)
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As in Lemma 3.1 it can be shown that if R is the principal eigenfunction of
the L=' operator, and normalized by &R &='=1, then
&R &!=2(U $+=}R 1+=
2R 2)&='=O(=3), (3.39)
&(R &!=2(U $+=}R 1+=
2R 2))'&='=O(=3), (3.40)
where R 1 and R 2 are the unique orthogonal to U $ bounded solution of
(3.17) and (3.38) respectively and !=2  &U $&
&1 as =  0. We will not use
the result above in this paper.
Lemma 3.9. Let R 2 be the unique bounded solution of (3.38) that is
orthogonal to U $. Then
&R 2s&s+&R 2ss&sM2 , (3.41)
where M2 is a constant.
Proof. (Recall that & }&s=[l0 & }&
2
=' ds]
12). Writing (3.38) compactly in
the form
L*R 2=(K& f2) U $+}2(R $1& f1 R 1&'U"), (3.42)
where L* is the operator defined in (2.33), we see that
L*{ 
i
si
R 2=={ 
i
si
(K& f2)= U $+d
i}2
dsi
(R $1& f1R 1&'U"), (3.43)
with i=1, 2. While the quantities that depend on s in the right hand side
of (3.43) can not grow faster than ' as |'|   their coefficients are
exponentially decaying to zero as |'|  . Thus R 2s and R 2ss are decaying
exponentially, hence they satisfy (3.41). K
Lemma 3.10. Let R be the principal eigenfunction of L=' normalized by
&R &='=1. Then there exist positive constants # and =0 independent of =,
such that
&R s&='+&R ss&='#=, (3.44)
for all 0<=<=0 .
The statement about R s was proved in [AF1]. See also [Ch2]. The
result about R ss is a direct generalization. We give a sketch of the proof for
both derivatives.
Sketch of the Proof. Writing
R s=v(s) R +Q1 , (R , Q1) ='=0 (3.45)
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where v(s)=(R s , R ) =' , we obtain by differentiating &R &2='=1
2v(s)=&=}s (s) |
I =
$
R 2' d'. (3.46)
Because of Remark 2.4, (3.15) and the exponential decaying of U $ we
finally have
v(s)=O(=). (3.47)
Next differentiating (3.1) with respect to s, we obtain
L='R s=&R s+&s R += \ }1+}='+ s R '& f "(U=) U=sR . (3.48)
Observing that (R s , Q1) ='=(Q1 , Q1) =' and (L =' R s , Q1) ='=
(L=' Q1 , Q1) =' , from the equality above we get
(L=' Q1 , Q1) ='=& &Q1&2='+|
I =
$
=}s
(1+}=')2
R 'Q1 (1+}=') d'
&( f "(U=) U=sR , Q1) =' .
In light of Proposition 2.3 part (3), (3.9) (i.e. &R &='=|!=| &U"&='+O(=))
and the fact that U=s=O(=), this yields
(#1&&) &Q1 &2='C= &Q1 &='
from where because of part (2) of Proposition 2.3, for = small, we obtain
&Q1&='C=. (4.49)
Hence (3.45), (3.47) and (3.49) imply
&R s&='C=, (3.50)
where C is a constant independent of =. On the other hand taking inner
products in (3.48) with R , we have
&s=&= |
I =
$
}s
(1+}=')2
R 'R (1+}=') d'+( f "(U=) U=s R , R ) ='
=&
=}sR 2
2(1+}=') }\$=&
=2}}s
2 |I =$
R 2
(1+}=')2
d'+( f "(U=) U=sR , R )='
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Hence via Remark 2.5, Remark 2.4, and the fact that U=s=O(=), we obtain5
&s=O(=). (3.51)
Starting again from the decomposition
R ss=v (s) R +Q2 , (R , Q2) =' , (3.52)
by differentiating v(s), see definition (3.45), we obtain
v$(s)=v (s)+&R s&2='+=}s |
I=
$
R s R ' d'
from where it follows that
v (s)=&
=
2
}ss |
I =
$
R 2' d'&&R s&2='&2=}s |
I =
$
R sR ' d',
by utilizing (3.46). Hence, via (3.50) and Remarks 2.4, 2.5 we finally get
v (s)=O(=). (3.53)
Next differentiating (3.48) with respect to s and taking inner products with
Q2 , we obtain
(#1&&) &Q2 &2='2&s(R s , Q2) ='+O(=)(R ' , Q2) ='+O(=)(R 's , Q2) ='
&( f $$$(U=) U 2=s R , Q2) ='&( f "(U=) U=ssR , Q2) ='
&2( f "(U=) U=sR s , Q2) ='. (3.54)
To estimate the term R s' observe that on the one hand we have
(L=' R s , R s) ='=&R s'&
2
='+|
I =
$
f $(U=) R 2s (1+}=') d',
while on the other
(L=' R s , R s) ='=& &R s&
2
='+&s(R , R s) ='+O(=)(R ' , R s) ='
&( f "(U=) U=sR , R s) =' ,
via (3.48). Utilizing now (3.50) and (3.51) we get
&R s'&='C=. (3.55)
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Now (3.54) via (3.50), (3.51) and (3.16) yields
&Q2&='C=. (3.56)
Then (3.44) follows from (3.50), (3.52), (3.53) and (3.56). K
4. The Proof of the Main Theorem
In this Section we prove the main Theorem. The proof being long is
broken into several steps. The outline is the following. Let L= be the
operator defined in (1.6) with u= any of the functions defined in Section 1.2.
First, in Lemma 4.1, we show that if + is an =2-eigenvalue of L= then +=2
converges, along a sequence of ='s converging to 0, to an eigenvalue * of a
periodic SturmLiouville problem, (4.3). Second, in Lemma 4.2, we show
that each eigenvalue * of (4.3) is realized as the limit of some =2-eigenvalue
+ of L=, in the sense that +=2  *, as =  0. Finally, in Lemma 4.6, it is
proved that each eigenvalue * of (4.3) is the limit, in the above mentioned
sense, of as many +'s as its multiplicity (Lemma 4.6).
Lemma 4.1. Let + be an eigenvalue of L= satisfying +C=2, and let h be
a corresponding eigenfunction. If h is the associated stretched eigenfunction
normalized by &h &='=1, then
+
=2
 *, (4.1)
&h &!0U $3&='s  0, (4.2)
along a sequence of =  0, where * and 3 are eigenvalue and corresponding
eigenfunction of the problem
&3"(s)+K(s) 3(s)=*3(s), 0<s<l,
(4.3)
3(0)=3(l ), 3$(0)=3$(l )
where K is defined in (2.11) and !0=1&U $&.
Proof. We recall that (4.2) is the result of Lemma 2.2. Starting from the
decompositions L='s=L
=
'+=
2L =s and h = +%R , where %=(h , R ) =' and
( , R ) ='=0, we get
L='  && =
=2
1+}=' \
h s
1+}='+s&&h ++h .
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Multiplying by ,(s) R (', s)(1+}='), where , is a test function, and
integrating with respect to ' and s, we have
|
l
0
( (L='&&)  , R ) =' ,(s) ds==
2 |
l
0
|
I =
$ \ h
 s
1+}='+s R (', s) ,(s) d' ds
+|
l
0
(+&&)(h , R ) =' ,(s) ds. (4.4)
Integrating by parts twice in the left hand side of (4.4) and using on the
one hand the orthogonality condition ( , R )='=0, and on the other the
fact that h '(\$=)= '(\$=)=O(e&c=), (see Sections 2.1, 2.2) the left
hand side becomes
O(e&c=) |
l
0
,(s) ds.
Moreover, by (1.23) the first term of the right hand side of (4.4) equals
=2 |
l
0
|
I =
$
h \R s (', s) ,(s)+R (', s) ,s (s)1+}=' +s d' ds
The integrand above can be written as
( +%R )
(R ss,+2R s,s+R ,ss)(1+}=')&=}s'(R s,+R ,s)
(1+}=')2
=( +%R ) \1& =}'1+}='+
2
(R ,ss (1+}=')+Z1)
=%R 2,ss (1+}=')+ R ,ss (1+}=')+Z2 ,
where
Z1 :=(R ss ,+2R s,s)(1+}=')&=}s'(R s,+R ,s)
Z2 :=( +%R ) Z1&( +%R )(R ,ss (1+}=')+Z1)
2=}'+(=}')2
(1+}=')2
.
Finally via (2.13), (2,17), (3.42) and the definition of Z2 we have
=2 |
l
0
|
I =
$ \ h
 s
1+}='+ s R (', s) ,(s) d' ds
==2 |
l
0
%(s) ,ss (s)&R &2=' ds+=
2 |
l
0
( , R ) =' ,ss ds+=2 |
l
0
|
I =
$
Z2 d' ds
==2 |
l
0
%(s) ,ss(s) ds+O(=3).
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Utilizing the results above in (4.4) and dividing through by =2 we obtain
|
l
0 \,ss (s)+
+&&
=2
,(s)+ %(s) ds=O(=). (4.5)
Utilizing the results of Proposition 2.3 and the fact that &C2+=2C
(by hypothesis and Lemma 2.6), we obtain, by passing to the limit along
a sequence of ='s for which +=2  *, that % converges to the solution of
3ss+(*&K(s)) 3=0. (4.6)
Hence +=2 converges along a sequence of ='s to an eigenvalue of the
problem (4.3) while h converges to U $3, where 3 is a corresponding
normalized eigenfunction. This completes the proof of the lemma. K
Equation (4.6) has been derived also in [Ch2].
Lemma 4.2. If [*i]mi=1 are the first m eigenvalues of (4.3) then there is
an =0>0 and there are eigenvalues [+ji]
m
i=1 of (1.6) such that
+ji==
2*i+O(=3), i=1, 2, 3, ..., m (4.7)
for all 0<=<=0 .
Proof. In general the eigenvalues of (4.3) are not simple. However their
multiplicity is at most two (see [CoL]). Let *1<*2< } } } be the sequence
of the distinct eigenvalues. Let *n be such an eigenvalue and let 3n be one
of its (possibly two) corresponding eigenfunctions. We show that there
exist an =n>0 and an eigenvalue +jn of (1.6) such that
|=2*n&+jn |=
3(2c~ n+1),
for 0<=<=n , where c~ n is a constant independent of =. For the proof of this
fact we use Lemma 2.9.
Step 1. Construction of approximate eigenvalueseigenfunctions.
With | : R  R an even C  cut-off function defined by
|(z)=1, if |z| 12 , |(z)=0, if |z|1,
and x # 0, we define
h n(x)=_=n| \ r2$+_U $ \
r
=++=}(s) R 1 \
r
=++=2R 2 \
r
=
, s+& 3n(s), (4.8)
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where r and s are the local coordinates of x in 0 2$ (see (1.19)), R 1=R 1(')
and R 2=R 2(', s) are bounded solutions of (3.17) and (3.38), U is the
heteroclinic and _=n a normalization constant so that &h n &L2(0)=1. We
point out that the definition of h n makes sense for all x # 0 because outside
0 2$ it is h n#0. If L= is the operator defined in (1.6) we will show that h n
is an approximate eigenfunction of L= corresponding to the approximate
eigenvalue =2*n , in the sense that
L=h n==2*nh n+r n , in 0
(4.9)h n
n
=0, on 0,
where the ``error'' term r n satisfies
&r n&L2(0)c~ n =3. (4.10)
v Verification of (4.9) and (4.10). We omit the subscript n. First
observe that
&h &L2(0)=_=&|(U $+=}R 1+=2R 2)&rs=_=- = O(1),
by changing to stretched variables, hence because of normalization have
_===&12O(1) (4.11)
Noting that
L=h ={L
=
rs h ,
0,
x # 02$
x # 0"0 2$
we consider the cases x # 0 $ , and x # 0 2$"0 $ separately. First for x # 0 $
notice that |#1, hence
h =_= _U$\r=++=}(s) R 1 \
r
=++R 2 \
r
=
, s+& 3(s).
Starting from
L=rh =&=
2h rr+ f $(U(r=) h &
=2}
1+}r
h r+[ f $(u=)& f $(U(r=)] h ,
and utilizing (1.3), (3.17), (3.38) we compute
L=r U$ \r=+=&
=}
1+}r
U"+( f & f0) U $,
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L =r R 1\r=+=U"& f1U $&
=}
1+}r
R $1+( f & f0) R 1 ,
L=r R 2 \r= , s+=KU $+}2(R $1& f1 R 1)&}2
r
=
U"& f2 U $
&
=}
1+}r
R $2+( f & f0) R 2 ,
where f and f0 , f1 , f2 are as in (3.13). Hence
L=r h =_
=3 _& =}1+}r U"+( f & f0) U $+=}U"&=}f1U $
&
=2}2
1+}r
R $1+=}( f & f0)R 1+=2KU $+=2}2(R $1& f1 R 1)&=}2rU"
&=2f2U $&
=3}2
1+}r
R $2+=2( f & f0) R 2&.
Using that f & f0==}f1+=2f2+=3f =3 we compute
L=r h =_
=3 _=2KU $& =}
3r2
1+}r
U"+
=2}3r
1+}r
R $1+=3Y=& , (4.12)
where
Y= &
}2
1+}r
R $2+}f1R 2+ f2(}R 1+=R 2)+ f =3(U $+=R 1+=R 2).
Notice that for r close to \$ the coefficients of f1 , f2 and f =3 are of order
e&c=, hence we have &Y=&rConst. Now
|
$
&$
r4
(1+}r)2
U"2 \r=+ (1+}r) dr=|I =$
=4'4
(1+}=')
U"2(') = d',
thus
=}3r2
1+}r
U"=O(=72)
in the L2((1+}r) dr) sense. Similarly
=2}3r
1+}r
R $1=O(=72)
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while &Y=&rConst. Utilizing the above as well as (4.11) in (4.12) we have
L=r h ==
2_=U $K3+=3p, &p( } , s)&rsC, (4.13)
where C is some constant independent of =. Moreover observing that
L=s h =&h ss+
}2r2+2}r
(1+}r)2
h ss+
}s r
(1+}r)3
h s ,
see (2.8), we compute
L=s(U $3)=&U $3ss+
}2r2+2}r
(1+}r)2
U $3ss+
}sr
(1+}r)3
U $3s
L=s(=}R 13)==R 1 _&}3ss+2}s3s+}ss3(1+}r)2 +
}sr
(1+}r)3
(}s3+}3s)&
L=s(=
2R 23)==2 _&R 23ss+2R 2s 3s+R 2ss3(1+}r)2 +
}sr
(1+}r)3
(R 2s3+R 23s)& .
Utilizing the facts
&L=s(}R 13)&rsC - = &R 1 &s
&L=s(R 23)&rsC - = (&R 2s&s+&R 2ss&s)
where the argument in the inequalities above is r= in the left and ' # R in
the right, via Lemma 3.9, the definition (4.8) of h , and (4.11), we obtain
&L=s h +_
=U $3ss&rsC=,
where C is some constant independent of =. Thus we can write
L=s h =&_
=U $3ss+=p , &p ( } , s)&rsC . (4.14)
Now via (2.9), (4.3), (4.13), (4.14) and the definition (4.8) of h we obtain
L=rs h =L
=
r h +=
2L=s h
==2_=U $(&3ss+K3)+=3( p+p )
==2_=U $*3+=3( p+p )
==2*_= [U $+=}R 1+=2R 2] 3+=3[ p+p &*_=(}R 1+=R 2) 3]
==2*h +\=1
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with \=1=O(=
3).6 Now for x # 0 2$"0 $ we write
h =|h , h =_=[U $+=}R 1+=2R 2] 3.
Then
L=rs h =|L
=
rs h &=
2 \\ 12$+
2
|"h +
1
$
|$h r+
}
2$(1+}r)
|$h + .
Because of the exponential estimates (3.11) that R i and R ir , i=1, 2, satisfy,
the second term above is of order e&c=. Hence as before we conclude that
L=rs h ==
2*h +\=2 ,
with \=2=O(=
3). Thus (4.9) and (4.10) are proved.
Step 2. Construction of =3-isolated intervals in the spectrum of L=.
Choose =n>0 so that
=n(2c~ n+1)<min[*n+1&*n , *n&*n&1].
By our assumption on the eigenvalues in the beginning of the proof, the
right hand side is positive and so such an =n exists. Then the interval
I =n :=[*n&=(2c~ n+1), *n+=(2c~ n+1)]
contains no other eigenvalue of (4.3) for all 0<=<=n . For k>2c~ n+1
define
I =n, k :=_=2*n&=3 2c~ n+1k , =2*n+=3
2c~ n+1
k & .
Then of course either
_(L=) & \I =n, k+\&=3 (k&1)(2c~ n+1)k , =3
(k&1)(2c~ n+1)
k +>I =n, k+{<,
or
_(L=) & \I =n, k+\&=3 (k&1)(2c~ n+1)k , =3
(k&1)(2c~ n+1)
k +>I =n, k+=<.
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In the first case there is an eigenvalue +jn of L
= such that
=3
2c~ n+1
k
<|=2*n&+jn |<=
3(2c~ n+1).
In the second case Lemma 2.9 applies with = =c~ n =3, a =[(k&1)k]
(2c~ n+1) =3, E=span[h n], F=closed subspace associated to _(L=) & I =n, k ,
and *0=1, therefore
d (E, F )=d(h n , F )
2c~ n =3
[(k&1)k](2c~ n+1) =3
=
2c~ n
2c~ n+1
k
k&1
<1,
by the choice of k. Hence I =n, k contains an eigenvalue +jn of L
= (see Remark
2.10). Thus in both cases there is an eigenvalue +jn of L
= such that
|=2*n&+jn |=
3(2c~ n+1), (4.15)
for 0<=<=n . In particular
lim
=  0
+jn
=2
=*n .
Now given *1<*2< } } } <*m distinct eigenvalues of (4.3) (multiplicities are
not counted), with corresponding eigenfunctions 31 , 32 , ..., 3m we form
the approximate eigenfunctions h 1 , h 2 , ..., h m as in (4.8). Then for
cm=max[c~ 1 , c~ 2 , ..., c~ m],
=0
1
2cm+1
min
1im&1
[*i+1&*i],
we have that there are eigenvalues +j1 , +j2 , ..., +jm of L
= such that
|=2*i&+ji |=
3(c~ m+1) (4.16)
i=1, 2, ..., m, for all 0<=<=0 . K
Remark 4.3. From (4.15) we draw the conclusion that the convergence
+=2  *, in Lemma 4.1 happens in a continuous manner as =  0 and not
just along a sequence of ='s. Moreover since 3 in the limit h  !0U $3 is an
eigenfunction corresponding to *, the limit above is independent of the
sequence. Thus h  U $3, as =  0.
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In spite of the fact that in general in more than one dimensions no
general statement about the multiplicity of the eigenvalues can be made,
here because of the connection of the +'s with the *'s we have the following
Lemma 4.4. Let +i+i+1+i+2 , be three consecutive critical eigen-
values of L=. Then +k =2, k=i, i+1, i+2 cannot converge to the same *.
Hence the multiplicity of the critical eigenvalues is at most two, for all =
small.
Proof. From Lemmata 4.1, 4.2 above we have that +i =2+i+1=2
+i+2 =2 converge, as =  0, to some *ji*ji+1*ji+2 . Now if hi , hi+1 , hi+2
are the orthogonal to each other critical eigenfunctions corresponding to
the +'s above, and if 3ji , 3ji+1 ,3ji+2 are associated to the h's in the sense
of (4.2) (i.e., hth  !0U $3), then from (2.30), we obtain by passing to the
limit =  0
$kl=|
l
0
3jk 3jl ds, k, l # [i, i+1, i+2] (4.17)
Since the 3's are the corresponding eigenfunctions to *'s the assumption
that *ji=*ji+1=*ji+2=* leads to the conclusion that 3ji , 3ji+1 ,3ji+2 ,
orthogonal to each other, by (4.17) are eigenfunctions corresponding to *.
This contradicts that the multiplicity of the *'s is at most two. K
Remark 4.5. From the proof of Lemma 4.4 we see that if * is a simple
eigenvalue of (4.3) and +=2  *, then + is simple as well. Indeed if we
assume that + has multiplicity two and hi , hj are (the orthogonal to each
other) eigenfunctions corresponding to +, then from (4.17) we see that
0=|
l
0
3i3j ds,
where 3i and 3j are eigenfunctions of (4.3) corresponding to *. But this
contradicts the simplicity of *.
Lemma 4.6. Let * be an eigenvalue of (4.3) with multiplicity k # [1, 2].
Then there are exactly k eigenvalues + (counting multiplicities) of the L=
operator converging, in the sense of (4.1), to *.
Proof. Lemma 4.2 shows that each * is the limit of at least one +, while
Lemma 4.4 shows that each * is the limit of at most two +'s. Moreover by
Remark 4.5 we have that if * has multiplicity one (k=1) then there is only
one (simple) + converging to it. Consider now the case k=2. We argue
by contradiction and we assume that there is only one +, say +l such
that +l=2  *. Then there is an =*>0 such that +l&1<+l<+l+1 for all
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0<=<=* , moreover +l&1=2  **<* and +l+1 =
2  **>*. Thus, as in
the proof of Lemma 4.2, a compact interval I* =, centered at =2*, can be
constructed that is =3a -isolated in the sense of Lemma 2.9. The constant a
can be appropriately chosen so that the d distance between the associated
subspaces is less than 1 (see proof of Lemma 4.2). Then Remark 2.10 yields
at least two eigenvalues of L= in I =* . This contradiction shows that * is
either the limit of +l&1 , +l or +l , +l+1 , or +l has multiplicity two. The proof
of the lemma is complete. K
The proof of the main Theorem follows from Lemmata 4.1, 4.2 and 4.6.
Remark 4.7. The eigenvalues * of (4.3) satisfy
*1<*2*3<*4*5< } } } <*2n*2n+1< } } } .
(see [CoL]). Thus a consequence of the main Theorem is that given m,
there exists an =m>0, such that the first m eigenvalues + of L= satisfy the
same order relation, namely
+1<+2+3<+4+5< } } } <+2n+2n+1,
for all 0<=<=m and 2n+1m.
5. A Special Radial Operator
We start with a special form of the eigenvalue problem (2.10). Taking for
simplicity $=1 let \>1 be a fixed number and let }=}\=1\. Defining
u= u=( r)=U(r=), where U is the heteroclinic, we write (2.10) in stretched
variables as
L=\ 8 :=&
1
\+='
((\+=') 8$)$+ f $(U(')) 8=+ \, =8, ' # I= ,
(5.1)
8$(\1=)=0,
where I= (&1=, 1=). We note that (5.1) corresponds to the eigenvalue
problem (1.6) where 0 is a region containing the annulus 0\=
[x : 0<\&1<|x|<\+1] and u= is the profile defined above with a
circular interface 1 of radius \ contained in 0\ . Notice that for x # 0\ its
signed distance r from 1 is given by |x|&\. Defining the associated norm
& }&\, = by
&&2\, = :=|
I=
2(') (\+=') d', (5.2)
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we see that - \ & }&\, = & }&=' , where the second norm is the one associated
with the L=' operator.
Lemma 5.1. Let 81 be the principal eigenfunction of L=\ that is taken
to be positive and normalized by &81 &\, = 1. Then there exist positive
constants a, b, c and =0 independent of = such that the maximum of 81 is
attained on [&a, a ] and the following pointwise estimates hold
1
2 - b\
 max
&a'a
81+ max
&a'a
|8$1|+ max
&a'a
|8"1 |C (5.3)
81(')+|8$1(')|+|8"1(')|C $e&c|'|, '  (&a, a), (5.4)
for all 0<=<=l where C and C $=Ceca are constants independent of =.
Proof. First we show that the principal eigenvalue L \, =1 of L
=
\ is
negative for all = small. Indeed from the variational characterization of the
eigenvalues we have
+\, =1 = inf
&8&\, ==1
8 # W 1, 2 |I= [8$
2+ f $(U ) 82](\+=') d',
where W 1, 2=W 1, 2(I=). For 8(')=a=(\+=')&12 U $('), with a= a normal-
ization factor (a=  &U $&&1 as =  0), we get
+ \, =a2= {|I= [U"2+ f $(U ) U $2] d'+
=2
4 |I=
U $2
(\+=')2
d'&= |
I=
U $U"
\+='
d'= .
(5.5)
Utilizing the facts that f $(U ) is positive outside a compact interval inde-
pendent of = and U $ is the principal eigenfunction of L* (see (2.33)), we
see that
|
I=
[U"2+ f $(U ) U $2] d'<|

&
[U"2+ f $(U ) U $2] d'=0.
Moreover
|
I=
U $U"
\+='
d'=
1
\ |I= U $U" d'&
=
\ |I=
U $U"'
\+='
d'
=&
=
\ |I=
U $U"'
\+='
d'+O(e&c=),
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via (3.20). Utilizing the above in (5.5) we obtain
+\, =1 =
2a2= {14 |I=
U $2
(\+=')2
d'+
1
\ |I=
U $U"'
\+='
d'+=&2O(e&c=)= . (5.6)
The coefficient of =2 in the right hand side of (5.6) converges, via (3.21) and
the definition of a= , to &1(4\2), hence for = sufficiently small from (5.6) we
have
+\, =1 &
1
4\2+=
=2, (5.7)
where = is an arbitrary positive constant.
H2 estimates. Since |U|1, if m=min[ f $(s) : |s|1] and M=
max[ | f $(s)| : |s|1] from the identity
+\, =1 =|
I=
[ 81$2+ f $(U ) 821](\+=') d'
and (5.7) we get
m+ \, =1 0, (5.8)
&8$1&\, =- M, (5.9)
whenever 0<=<=0 . Multiplying the equation
&8"1&
=
\+='
8$1+ f $(U ) 81=+ \, =1 81 (5.10)
by 8"1, integrating over I= , and using the boundary conditions, we obtain
&8"1&2\, = |
I=
( f $(U )&+ \, =1 ) 818"1(\+=') d'.
Hence finally using the CauchySchwarz inequality,
&8"1&\, =2M. (5.11)
C 2 estimates. Let [&a, a ], a>1 be a fixed interval outside of which
f $(U )>c2, where c is a small positive constant. Then g :=f $(U )&+ \, =1 is
clearly bounded in I=. Moreover via (5.8) we finally obtain g>c2 outside
[&a, a ]. An application of a known comparison principle to (5.10) in
I="[&a, a] (see in the Appendix Lemma B.4.) leads to obtaining that the
maximum of 81 is attained at some point in [&a, a ], and moreover,
81(')+|8$1(')|+|8"1(')|C max[81(\a)] e&c|'|, '  [&a, a]. (5.12)
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We now show that we can obtain a bound in the right hand side of (5.12)
that is independent of =. Let '* # [&a, a ] be the point at which 81 attains
its maximum and let ' # [&a, a ]. Then
81('*)=81(')+|
'*
'
8$1(s) ds81(')+|
a
&a
|8$1(s)| ds.
Integrating with respect to ' over [&a, a], we get
2a81('*)|
a
&a
81(s) ds+2a |
a
&a
|8$1(s)| ds.
Now utilizing
|
a
&a
|(')| d'{|
a
&a
2(') (\+=') d'=
12
{|
a
&a
1
\+='
d'=
12
&&\, = {1= ln
\+=a
\&=a=
12
in the inequality above, via (5.9), we obtain
81('*)C(a, \, M), (5.13)
where C(a, \, M ) is a constant. The same argument applied to 8$1, via (5.9)
and (5.11) leads to
max
&a'a
|8$1(')|C(a, \, M ). (5.14)
Utilizing (5.13) and (5.14) in (5.10) we have
max
&a'a
|8"1(')|C(a, \, M ). (5.15)
Now (5.4) follows from (5.12) and (5.13). By (5.12), (5.13) choosing b
sufficiently large, we get
|
b|'|1=
821(\+=') d'<
1
2.
Hence
|
b
&b
821(\+=') d'
1
2. (5.16)
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This via
821('*) |
b
&b
(\+=') d'|
b
&b
821(\+=') d'
yields
81('*)
1
2 - b\
. (5.17)
The proof of (5.3) follows from (5.13), (5.14), (5.15) and (5.17). K
Lemma 5.2. Let +\, =1 <+
\, =
2 < } } }   be the spectrum of L
=
\ with
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions. Then there exist positive
constants + , independent of =, and =0 such that the following hold
(1) +\, =1 0,
(2) +\, =1  0, as =  0,
(3) +\, =2 + ,
for all 0<=<=0 .
Proof. (1) The first assertion was derived in the proof of Lemma 5.1.
(2) Let 81 be the principal normalized (&81&\, ==1) eigenfunction of L=\
that we can take to be positive. Then multiplying (5.10) by U$(')(\+=')
and integrating over I= , we get
&|
I=
((\+=') 8$1)$ U$ d'+|
I=
f $(U ) 81U$(\+=') d'
=+ \, =1 |
I=
81 U$(\+=') d'.
Integrating by parts twice and using the boundary conditions that 81
satisfies and (2.31), we obtain
(\+=') 81U"| I=&= |
I=
81U" d'=+ \, =1 |
I=
81U $(\+=') d'. (5.18)
We show that the right hand side of (5.18) tends to zero as =  0. This will
imply that + \, =1  0, provided that its coefficient is bounded away from
zero. We estimate each term of (5.18) separately.
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v I= 81U $(\+=') d' is bounded away from zero. We argue by
contradiction. Assume that there is a sequence of ='s along which the
integral above converges to zero. Since the integrand is positive and U $ is
independent of = this would imply that 81 converges to zero a.e. along a
subsequence of ='s. But this contradicts (5.16).
v The first term in (5.18) is exponentially small as follows from
(2.31) and (5.12), while the integral in the second is bounded, because 81
and U" are in L2. Thus the left hand side of (5.18) is O(=). This combined
with the fact that the coefficient of + \, =1 is bounded away from zero imply
that +\, =1  0 as =  0. The proof of (2) is complete.
(3) If  +\, =2 min[ f $(\1)] as =  0, we have nothing to prove
because min[ f $(\1)]>0 by hypotheses on f. So without loss of
generality, we assume that +\, =2 remains bounded, below min[ f $(\1)], for
0<=<=0 . In this case, there is a fixed interval [&a, a], and a positive
constant c, such that
+\, =2 < f $(U )&c
2, '  [&a, a], (5.19)
uniformly in = for 0<=<=0 . Because of the nodal characterization of the
eigenfunctions, we know that 82 has one zero '0='=0 . Thus we may
assume without loss of generality that 82(&1=)<0 and 82(1=)>0. We
claim that '0 # [&a, a]. Evaluating 82 at the points where it attains its
extrema, we have
&8"2=(+\, =2 & f $(U )) 82.
It then follows that the negative minimum and the positive maximum are
attained in the place where +\, =2 & f $(U )0, namely in [&a, a]. Therefore
'0 # [&a, a]. We note that 82 behaves like 81, for 'a (by (5.19)).
Moreover 82<0, for ' &a therefore 82 is decreasing. Hence applying
a comparison principle to &82 (see Lemma B.4 in the Appendix), we
obtain 0&82(')&282(&a) ec(a+'), &1='&a. Thus finally
282(&a) ec(a+')82(')0, for &1='&a. Therefore pointwise
estimates like (5.13), (5.14), (5.15), (5.4) hold for 82 as well. To show that
+\, =2 is bounded away from zero, we start with
&
1
\+='
((\+=') 8$1)$+ f $(U ) 81=+\, =1 81 , ' # I= ,
&
1
\+='
((\+=') 8$2)$+ f $(U ) 82=+\, =2 82, ' # I= .
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Multiplying the first equation by 82 , and the second by 81 , subtracting,
and integrating the resulting equation over ['0 , 1=], we obtain
|
1=
'0
[((\+=') 8$1)$ 82&((\+=') 8$2)$ 81] d'
=(+\, =2 &+
\, =
1 ) |
1=
'0
81 82(\+=') d'.
Integrating by parts and using the boundary conditions (82('0)=
8$1(1=)=8$2(1=)=0), we have
81('0) 8$2('0)(\+='0)=(+\, =2 &+
\, =
1 ) |
1=
'0
8182(\+=') d'. (5.20)
From our assumptions on 82, it follows that 8$2('0)>0 so the left hand
side of (5.20) as well as the integral term are positive. To obtain the lower
bound of + \, =2 we solve (5.20).
Claim 1. There is a positive constant C1 independent of = such that
C1|
1=
'0
8182(\+=') d'1, (5.21)
for all = sufficiently small.
Proof of the Claim. The right inequality follows from CauchySchwarz
because 81 and 82 are normalized. We now prove the left inequality. Via
orthogonality of the eigenfunctions we have
|
1=
'0
8182(\+=') d'=&|
'0
&1=
8182(\+=') d'=|
'0
&1=
81 |82 | (\+=') d',
by the sign assumption on 82 , thus
|
1=
'0
8182(\+=') d'= 12 |
1=
&1=
81 |82| (\+=') d'
 12 |
a
&a
81 |82| (\+=') d'.
In light of Harnack's inequality, applied to the equation (L=\&+
\, =
1 ) 81=0,
in [&a, a],
min
|'|a
81C $ max
|'|a
81 , (5.22)
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where C $ is a positive constant independent of =, and (5.17) the inequality
above becomes
|
1=
'0
8182(\+=') d'C" |
a
&a
|82| (\+=') d'.
Supposing that along a sequence of ='s 1='0 8182 (\+=') d'  0, we are led
to the conclusion, via the inequality above, that |82|  0 a.e. in [&a, a].
This, however, contradicts the fact that 82 is a normalized function attaining
its maximum on [&a, a]. The proof of the Claim is complete.
Claim 2. There is a positive constant C2 independent of = such that
81('0) 8$2('0)(\+='0)C2 , (5.23)
for all sufficiently small =.
Proof of the Claim. We argue by contradiction and assume that there is
a sequence =n  0 along which 81('0) 8$2('0)(\+='0)  0. This via (5.22)
would imply that 8=n2 $('
=n
0 )  0. Because of the estimates of type (5.13), (5.14)
and (5.15), that 82 satisfies, the sequence [8=n2 ] is bounded in the C
2[&a, a]
topology. Recalling that + \, =2 and '0 are bounded, and using the Arzela
Ascoli theorem and a diagonal argument we can choose a subsequence of
[=n], that we denote again by [=n], along which the following hold
8=n2 w
C 2 82*, +\, =n2 w +
\
2
, * , '=n0 w '0* .
We then have that 8=n2 converges uniformly on [&a, a] to the solution of
the initial value problem7
&82*"+ f $(U ) 82*=+\,2 *82*, &a<'<a,
82*('0*)=82*$('0*)=0.
By uniqueness 82* is identically zero. But this again contradicts the fact
that 82 is positive in a set of positive measure, uniformly for all small =.
This completes the proof of the Claim. Utilizing (5.21) and (5.23) in (5.20),
we obtain
+\, =2 +
\, =
1 +C2 C
&1
1
The conclusion then follows from the fact that + \, =1 =o(1) as =  0. K
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Similar results to those of Proposition 4.2 have been first proved in
[CP2] and [NF]. Our proof of (3) follows [NF].
Remark 5.3. Part (2) of the Proposition is not written in its optimal
form. One shows that 81=!(=)[U $+=(1\)(&'2+a) U $]+O(=2), where
!(=) is some normalization factor and a an explicitly computable constant.
Hence the middle term in (5.18) is O(=2). This implies that +\, =1 =O(=
2) and
actually as a consequence of Proposition 3.3 ( f1= f2= f =3=0) we get
lim
=  0
+\, =1
=2
=&
1
4\2
. (5.24)
We do not use this result here.
5.2. It is seen that L=' is a perturbation of the operator L2
=
' defined by
L2 ='9 :=&
1
1+}='
((1+}=') 9')'+ f $(U ) 9=&$ 9, ' # I $=
(5.25)
9'(')=0, ' # I $=
Regarding L2 =' we have the following
Lemma 5.4. Let &$ 1<&$ 2< } } }   be the spectrum of L2 =' with homo-
geneous Neumann boundary conditions. Then there exist positive constants & ,
independent of =, and =0 such that the following hold
(1) &$ 10,
(2) &$ 1  0 as =  0,
(3) &$ 2& ,
for all 0<=<=0 .
Proof. For s fixed the proof follows from Lemma 5.2. In particular
there are positive constants =(s) and &$ (s) such that &$ 2&$ (s) for 0<=<=(s).
Now because of the continuous dependence on parameters and since s
lies in a compact interval we take =0=min[=(s) : 0sl ]>0 and & =
min[&$ (s) : 0sl ]>0. K
Remark 5.5. As a corollary of Proposition 3.3 it can be derived that
lim
=  0
&$ 1
=2
=&
}2
4
, (5.26)
see Remark 5.3.
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Lemma 5.6. Let &1<&2 be the first two eigenvalues of L=' . Then there
exist positive constants #1 and =0 such that
(1) &1  0 as =  0,
(2) &2#1 for all 0<=<=0 and for all s # [0, l ].
Proof. If R i and 9i are the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions of
the L=' and L2
=
' operators, then by the variational characterization of the
eigenvalues, we have
&1=|
I =
$
[R 21'+ f $(U=) R
2
1](1+}=') d'
|
I =
$
[921'+ f $(U=) 9
2
1](1+}=') d'
=&$ 1+|
I =
$
[ f $(U=)& f $(U )] 9 21(1+}=') d'.
Similarly
&$ 1&1&|
I =
$
f $(U=)& f $(U )] R 21(1+}=') d'.
So defining
2=f (., ) :=|
I =
$
[ f $(U=)& f $(U )] .(1+}=') d'. (5.27)
we have
&$ 1+2=f (R 1 , R 1)&1&$ 1+2
=
f (91 , 91). (5.28)
Moreover
&2=max
v # H 1
min
&.&==1
.=v |I =$ [.
2
'+ f $(U=) .
2](1+}=') d'
 min
&.&= 1
.=91
|
I =
$
[.2'+ f $(U=) .
2](1+}=') d'
= min
&.&= 1
.=91 {|I =$ [.
2
'+ f $(U ) .
2](1+}=') d'+2=f (., .)= .
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Thus we finally have
&2&$ 2+ min
&.&= 1
.=91
2=f (., .). (5.29)
Now if . is an L2 normalized function by applying the mean value theorem
in (5.27) and using (3.13), we get
|2=f (., .)|C=,
where C is a constant independent of =. Utilizing the inequality above in
(5.28) and (5.29), we obtain
&1&&$ 1=O(=), (5.30)
&2&$ 2+O(=). (5.31)
Now (1) and (2) follow from (5.30), (5.31) and Lemma 5.4. K
Remark 5.7. It can be shown, as in Lemma 3.1, that 91=
`(=)[U $+=}(&'2+a) U $]+O(=2), where `(=) is some normalization
factor and a an explicitly computable constant. Hence by (3.14), (3.15),
Remark 5.3 and (5.28) we obtain
&1&&$ 1=O(=2) (5.32)
which improves (5.30).
Appendix
A. Linearization of Motion by Mean curvature (for Surface). Let
y(u, v)=x(u, v)+rh(u, v) N(u, v) (A.1)
represent the perturbed surface, where
N=
xu 7 xv
|xu 7xv |
(A.2)
is the normal vector field. Let H and K be the mean curvature and the
Gaussian curvature of x and denote by N , H , K the normal and the cur-
vatures of y. Then we will show that
dH
dr } r=0=
1
2 {2s h+\ :
2
i=1
}2i + h= (A.3)
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where 2s is the LaplaceBeltrami operator on the surface described by x
and }i , i=1, 2 are the principal curvatures of the surface. We will sketch
the proof. For convenience we adopt an isothermal system of coordinates:
(xu , xu) =(xv , xv) , (xu , xv)=0,
where ( , ) stands for the inner product in R3 (see [doC] pp. 201, 227).
From (A.1) we obtain
N =
xu 7 xv+r[2hH(xu 7 xv)&(xu hu+xvhv)]+O(r2)
[ |xu 7 xv | 2+r4hH |xu 7 xv | 2+O(r2)]12
, (A.4)
from where by expanding near r=0 we get
N =N&r
xuhu+xv hv
|xu 7 xv |
+O(r2). (A.5)
Now we have the basic formulae
\NuNv+=\
a11
a21
a12
a22+\
xu
xv+ \
N u
N v+=\
a~ 11
a~ 21
a~ 12
a~ 22+\
yu
yv+ . (A.6)
From (A.5) we can express a~ ij in terms of aij . For example on the one hand
N u=a~ 11 (xu+rhuN+rh(a11xu+a21xv))
+a~ 21 (xv+rhvN+rh(a12xu+a22xv)) (A.7)
while on the other
N u=Nu&r {xuhu+xvhv|xu 7 xv | = , u+O(r2).
Therefore taking the projections of both sides on xu and identifying coef-
ficients we have
a~ 11+a~ 11a11rh+a~ 21a12rh
=a11&r { huu|xu 7xv |&
|xu 7xv | , u
|xu 7 xv | 2
hu=&rQ+O(r2), (A.8)
where
Q=
(xuuhu+xvuhv , xu)
|xu 7 xv |
.
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By doing the same for the xv component of N u and the xu , xv components
of N v we obtain another three equations. This system for a~ ij can be written
compactly in the matrix form
A&rC=[I+rhA] A +O(r2), (A.9)
where A, A are the matrices in (A.6) and C=(cij) with
c11=
huu
|xu 7 xv |
&
|xu 7 xv | , u
|xu 7 xv |
hu , c12=
huv
|xu 7 xv |
&
|xu 7 xv | , v
|xu 7xv |
hv ,
c21=
hvu
|xu 7 xv |
&
|xu 7 xv | , u
|xu 7 xv |
hu , c22=
hvv
|xu 7 xv |
&
|xu 7 xv | , v
|xu 7xv |
hv .
From (A.9) we obtain
A =[I+rhA]&1 (A&rC)+h.o.t (A.10)
hence
tr A =tr A&r tr C&rh tr A2+h.o.t (A.11)
therefore
d tr A
dr } r=0=&tr C&h(}21+}12). (A.12)
Using identities for the isothermal system derived from its definition, for
example
(xuv , xv)=&(xu , xvu), (xuv , xv) =(xvu , xv) ,
it is not difficult to show that
tr C=
1
|xu 7 xv |
2h. (A.13)
We omit the details. K
B. Exponential Decay of Solutions of certain Differential Equations.
In this section we prove some of the estimates used in this paper.
Lemma B.1. Let . be a continuous function satisfying the conditions
(1) |.(')|Ce&:|'|, |'|M, and (2) |

&
U $(') .(') d'=0,
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where U is the heteroclinic, and C, :, M are positive constants. Then the
problem
&8"+ f $(U ) 8=., |

&
U $(') 8(') d'=0, (B.1)
has a unique exponentially decaying solution 80 . Moreover 8$0 decays
exponentially as |'|  .
Proof. We know that U $ is the unique (up to a multiplicative constant)
L2 solution of the homogeneous equation in (B.1). Seeking a second solu-
tion in the form wU $, we get
w(')=|
'
0
c
(U $(s))2
ds+w0 , (B.2)
where c{0 is a constant. Then a particular solution 8p of the non-
homogeneous equation is
8p(')=&
1
c |
'
0
U $(') U $(s)[w(')&w(s)] .(s) ds.
Therefore, the general solution of the nonhomogeneous equation is
aU $+bwU $+8p , where a, b are arbitrary constants. Collecting terms, we
obtain
8(')=AU $(')+U $(') _B&|
'
0
U $(s) .(s) ds& |
'
0
ds
(U $(s))2
+U $(') |
'
0
U $(s) .(s)|
s
0
dt
(U $(t))2
ds,
where A, B are new constants. Defining
Z(')=|
'
&
U $(s) .(s) ds, (B.3)
and observing that Z()=0, by the orthogonality condition (2), we
rewrite the representation of 8 as
8(')=AU $(')+[B+Z(0)] U $(') |
'
0
ds
(U $(s))2
+U $(') _&Z(') |
'
0
ds
(U $(s))2
+|
'
0
Z$(s) |
s
0
dt
(U $(t))2
ds& .
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Integrating by parts in the bracket, we finally obtain
8(')=AU $(')+[B+Z(0)] U $(') |
'
0
ds
(U $(s))2
&U $(') |
'
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds. (B.4)
Claim 1. There are positive constants #1 , #2 and M such that
}U $(') |
'
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds}#1e&#2 |'|, |'|M.
Proof of the Claim. We start with Z. From (2.31) we have that
C1e&{'U $(')C2e&{', as '  . (B.5)
Then observing that
Z(')=&|

'
U $(s) .(s) ds, (B.6)
and using hypothesis (1) on ., we obtain
|Z(')|C3e&(:+{)', as '  , (B.7)
with a similar estimate for '  &. Next we choose M1>0 so that for
'M1 (B.5) and (B.7) are satisfied. Then
U $(') |
'
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds=U $(') _|
M1
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds+|
'
M1
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds& ,
from where it follows that
}U $(') |
'
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds }C4e&{'+C5 e&{' |
'
M1
e({&:)s ds, (B.8)
where C4 and C5 are constants. A similar estimate holds for '&M2 .
From these two estimates our assertion follows.
Now the term U $(') '0 (U $(s))
&2 ds in (B.4) is by (B.2) a second solution
of the homogeneous equation and as such it is not in L2(R). Thus for 8
to be in L2, we must choose B=&Z(0), in (B.4). Hence we define
80(')=AU $(')&U $(') |
'
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds. (B.9)
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Then by Claim 1 80 is exponentially decaying as |'|  . The
orthogonality condition in (B.1) determines A uniquely.
Claim 2. 8$0 decays exponentially as |'|  .
Proof of the Claim. Differentiating (B.9), we get
8$0(')=AU"(')&U"(') |
'
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds&
Z(')
U $(')
. (B.10)
Since U" satisfies exponential estimates of the same order as U $, the second
term in the expression above behaves like U $(') '0 Z(s)(U $(s))
&2 ds in
Claim 1, and so for |'| large enough it is exponentially small. Now from (B.5)
and (B.7) follows that ZU $ is exponentially decaying. Therefore 8$0 decays
exponentially as |'|  . This completes the proof of the Lemma. K
Remark B.2. From (B.4) we see that any bounded solution 8 of (B.1),
with . satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma B.1 is given by (B.9). Hence
such an 8 is necessarily in L2(R), and moreover 8 and 8$ decay exponen-
tially as |'|  .
Remark B.3. If the condition (1) in Lemma B.1 is replaced by
;1.(');2 (B.11)
where . approaches its bounds exponentially, as |'|  , then the
problem (B.1) has a unique bounded solution, given by (B.9), whose
derivative decays exponentially as |'|  . Indeed with Z as in (B.3),
(B.6), we have
|Z(')|; |

'
U $(') d'=;(1&U(')),
|Z(')|; |
'
&
U $(') d'=;(U(')+1),
where ;=max[ |;1 |, |;2 |], hence for 'M, say, we obtain
|Z(')|C6e&{', (B.12)
via (2.31), where C6 is some positive constant. Thus for 'M (B.8) is
replaced by
|U $(') |
'
0
Z(s)
(U $(s))2
ds|C7 e&{'+C8(1&e{(M&')),
with a similar estimate for '&M. Thus the solution (B.9) is bounded.
The result for the derivative follows from (B.10) and (B.12).
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Lemma B.4. Let w>0 be a solution of the problem
&
1
\+='
((\+=') w$)$+g(') w=0, &1=<'<1=
(B.13)
w$(&1=)=w$(1=)=0,
where 0<=R1, is a parameter, \>1 is a constant and g is a bounded, con-
tinuous function satisfying
g(')>c2>0, ' # [&1=, &a) _ (a, 1=] (B.14)
for some positive constants c and a. Then the following estimates hold:
w(')Ae&c|'|, |w$(')|CAe&c|'| , |w"(')|CAe&c|'|, (B.15)
for ' # [&1=, &a] _ [a, 1=], where A=2 max[w(\a)] eca and C is a
constant independent of =. Moreover the maximum of w is attained on
[&a, a].
The proof is standard, see for example [AS].
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